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I would like to point out that Conjecture 8.1, stated in [l, p. 2771, is 
true (even in a slightly more general form), by virtue of a well-known lower 
bound for the number of solutions of an equation axe + by’ = c over a finite 
field. 
Let e be a fixed positive integer, E; a finite field with q elements, where 
q E 1 (mod e), g a generator for the cyclic group F,*, H, the unique sub- 
group of F,* of order f = (q - 1)/e, and let ci, denote the cardinality of 
Z3f n (g’ + g’Hf) (0 < i, j < e - 1). The set of e2 integers cii depends only on 
q and not on the choice of g [l, Sects. 1,2]. Put c = c(q) = mini,, cii. 
Conjecture 8.1. 
lim c(q) = c0, 
4+x 
(1) 
where q ranges over primes ~1 (mod e). 
Remark 1. The requirement hat q be a prime is unnecessary; we shall 
prove (1) assuming that q ranges over prime powers = 1 (mod e). 
Proof of the Conjecture. For fixed q, g, i, j, let S denote the set of 
solutions of the equation 
x= - gjye = gi (2) 
in Fz x F,*. Let N’ be the cardinality of S and N the number of solutions of 
(2) in F4 x F4. For (x, y) E S, define 4(x, y) = xe. It is obvious that 4 maps 
S onto H, I-J (gi + g’H/) and that for each h E H, n (gi + gjHf), the set 
$ - ‘( {h } ) has cardinality e2. Therefore 
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It is also clear that 
N<N’+2e. (4) 
There is a classical method of counting N using Jacobi sums. As a result, 
one obtains the estimate 
IN-ql<e-l+(e-l)(e-2)& (5) 
[2, Theorem 5, p. 103, and remarks on p. 1473. Combining (3), (4), and 
(5) we get 
cv2e -‘[l +q-3e-(e-l)(e-2)&l, 
from which (1) follows immediately. 1 
Remark 2. The fact that the number of solutions of Eq. (2) tends to 
infinity as q + co is not accidental, in view of the following general result 
due to Lang and Weil [3, Theorem 1, p. 8191. 
THEOREM. Let n, d be positive integers. There exists a constant B(n, d) 
depending only on n and d, such that for any absolutely irreducible 
polynomial f (x,, . . . . x,) of degree d with coefficients in a finite field F,, the 
number N, of n-tuples (x,, . . . . x,), xi E F,, such that f(x,, . . . . x,) = 0 satisfies 
IN, -q”-‘1 <B(n,d)q”-3’2. 
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